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In-Cosmetics Review 2013  

Web-TV-Interviews  

Dr. Karl Lintner (Kal'Idees): A life for peptides  

Winner of the Lifetime Achievement Award 

Dr. Karl Lintner, Consultant at Kal’Ideés and winner of the In-Cosmetics Lifetime 

Achievement Award talks about his major achievements in his professional life: The 

introduction of synthetic, biological active peptides into cosmetic formulas. During his time 

at Sederma, major patents were filed with peptides, also on liposomes, microwave 

technology or plant extracts with stem cells. The most striking one, Lintner says, was the 

patent that protected Matrixyl, an anti-age peptides that reduce wrinkles without safety 

problems and great efficacy 

http://www.cossma.com/en/mediathek/singleview/artikel/lintner-2013-deutsch.html 

 

Rebecca Hopkins (Balance Me): To buy, you have to try! 

Rebecca Hopkins, Co-Founder and Director of Balance Me, presents the brand and talks 

about how the company started at a kitchen table in London in 2005. When a major British 

retailer wanted to buy 200 products, one of the major challenges for the brand was to find a 

manufacturer who was prepared to work with their volumes at the time. “To put ourselves 

on the map”, Hopkins says, “we worked a lot with samples – to buy, consumers first have 

to try!”. Balance Me’s philosophy is to offer products that are as natural and as efficient as 

possible and are reasonably priced so that consumers can use them every day. Meanwhile, 

the brand is not only distributed nation-wide in the UK, but also in Germany and Denmark. 

http://www.cossma.com/en/mediathek/singleview/artikel/hopkins-deutsch.html  

 

Irina Barbalova (Euromonitor): Most innovative beauty products in 2012  

Irina Barbalova, Global Head of Beauty and Personal Care at Euromonitor, talks about the 

product categories which have shown major growth in 2012. According to her, nail polish 

was one of the star performers in 2012, but also bb and cc creams. Meanwhile, the term 

"BB" or "CC" is not only used in facial make-up, but also in body care or even hair care, 

hinting to the multi-functionality of a product. Deodorants have developed very strong as 

well, mainly due to the fact that a lot of lighter products are classified as a deodorant/ 

cologne, but are mainly bought for the scent and not for the deodorizing function. Natural 

cosmetics are also increasing, but a lot of companies find it quite challenging to launch 

products that a both, purely natural AND efficient. Irina Barvalova also talks about beauty 

devices which start to stand out more in the retail market, not just in Spas and Salons.  

Those products are still sold at quite high prices and via exclusive distribution channels. 

http://www.cossma.com/en/mediathek/singleview/artikel/barbalov-deutsch.html 

 

Katrin Steinbach (Cosnova): Trend awareness is key to success 

Katrin Steinbach, Innovation & Research Manager at Cosnova, describes that the company 

Cosnova is all about colour cosmetics, sold under the two brands “essence" and "catrice". 

The product range is rounded up by a small skin care range and some fine fragrances. 

Katrin Steinbach points out that Cosnova is very fashion-oriented which is one of the 

reasons why the company is so successful.The product assortment is changed twice a year 

with a very high speed-to-market and a high innovation rate. Nail polishes and eye make-

up, especially mascara, are the most successful product categories within the company. 

essence and catrice both have bb creams and cc creams in their range which helps the 

consumer to save time and are very when applying her make-up. One of the major recent 

innovations are the "essence colour art pigments" which allow the consumer to mix and 

match her very own colour cosmetic product. 

http://www.cossma.com/en/mediathek/singleview/artikel/katrin-steinbach-deutsch.html 

http://www.cossma.com/en/mediathek/singleview/artikel/lintner-2013-deutsch.html
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In-Cosmetics Preview from COSSMA 4/2013 

Links to e-Paper COSSMA 4/2013 

English: http://www.cossma.com/fileadmin/epaper/EN/cossma/2013/04/full/#/24 

German: http://www.cossma.com/fileadmin/epaper/DE/cossma/2013/04/full/#/32 
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